
"For WomenKind" is N50's team of
women thought leaders who support the
design implementation, monitoring and
evaluation of digital participation
projects that advance the interests of
women and girls. May 30th marked the
first convening of powerful women
leaders, currently representing 18 N50
Partners. 

This network of women will be working
together to share knowledge and best
practices to develop coordinated, gender-
informed action across organizations,
and throughout the world. 

This monthly gathering will focus on ways
to exponentially increase gender digital
equity efforts through access and
opportunities through education,
healthcare, leadership and economic
security in N50 Projects. 

The N50 For WomenKind represent a
diverse collective of experiences and is
uniquely positioned to provide insights
and tactical guidance to improve the
impact of N50 Projects on women and
girls. 
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N50 Partners are encouraged to join the
team of women-leaders or the Speaker
series. Consider women leaders in your
organization, and how they might also
get involved with the N50 community
through this opportunity. To receive
your  invitation to the For WomenKind
speaker series, (open to all) complete
the following form:
https://forms.gle/de9jZedJ7NESdHsU9

If you have questions or want to learn
more, contact Erin Bown-Anderson at
erin@geekswf.org.

Starting next month on June 27th, the For
WomenKind speaker series will launch and
Dr. Revi Sterling, Senior Technical Director,
Digital Inclusion at CARE; Adjunct
Professor, Columbia University will present
on "How technologists are failing women – a
look at the growing gender digital divide."

The speaker series will be open to all
interested N50 Partners, including male
advocates to advance the necessary work
around gender digital equity. N50 Partners
committed to learning together and
reflecting together help accelerate practice
and policy that can have an impact
immediately.

Dr. Revi Sterling (left) will present to the For WomenKind
group on June 27th. Picture taken in lanet Umoja, Kenya
with local high school student, Mariah.

"N50 Projects are a natural
way to implement concrete

actions to increase the
participation and the voices

of women and girls."
-Dr. Erin Bown-Anderson,
Geeks Without Frontiers
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